
The morphosyntactic variation of gradability in English and

Norwegian nominals with a semantic perspective

In this presentation, I aim to raise some syntactic and semantic questions regarding the gradability of nouns

in English and Norwegian that are currently unattended in the literature. Although there has been done

research both on the microvariation found in the Germanic DP structures involving so/så and such/sånn,

there is little focus on the finding from the Norwegian data that a so + N construction is largely acceptable,

at least among younger speakers. Additionally, while there is literature on gradability available, like that

of Bolinger (1972) or Kennedy (1999), there is a heavy focus on adjectives, with only a glance toward nomi-

nal gradability. Bolinger mentions the ungradable notion of a noun like lawyer, due to the intuitive on/off

nature of being a lawyer by occupation. Despite this, there is data from Norwegian to suggest the gradabil-

ity of predicative nouns such as advokat ‘lawyer’, nerd ‘nerd’ or ateist ‘atheist’. The data from Norwegian,

including constructions like Du er veldig student ‘you are very student’, meaning ‘You are very much like

a student’, may also suggest that predicate nouns need to be individual denoting in order to be gradable.

This is something I hope to discover in my study.

Norwegian is a language that does not require an indefinite article when the predicative noun is

individual denoting, meaning that nouns like lawyer can in these cases be realized as a bare singular. This

makes it easy to recognize this type of noun in a sentence. Using Francez and Koontz-Garboden’s (2017)

recent contribution to the literature on property concept sentences, my claim is that these property concept

nouns are the only type of nouns which is intensifiable by any adverb which typically accompanies an

adjective or another adverb, such as så ‘so’, veldig/sjukt ‘very’ (literally ‘sickly’/‘crazily’) or meir ‘more’.

This generalization also holds for other exclamatory constructions, like exclamatives and exclamations by

inversion.

(1) a. Så
so

nerd
nerd

Christian
Christian

er!
is

‘How nerdy Christian is!’

b. Kor
how

nerd
nerd

er
is

Christian?
Christian

‘How nerdy is Christian?’
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The main question I wish to address is the more general one of what it means for a noun to be

scalar. For this I will compare the recent Norwegian data to nominals that have been found to be scalar

in English, like proper names (Eating bagels is very New York of you) or such-constructions (They are such

children!). As the Norwegian data is fairly new, and the topic is relatively little discussed in the literature, I

have distributed an acceptability judgment questionnaire which has recently been closed down with a total

of 855 responses (including unfinished ones). The responses are divided between 36.81% English speakers

and 63.19% Norwegian speakers. At the time of the conference in June, I will have analyzed the data to

accurately make generalizations about this variation between English and Norwegian.
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